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Annexure: Specifications 
(To be included as check list in Tender) 

Item No.:1 (NMS-Network Management System Software) 

Sr.  Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

1.  Must be from the same OEM providing NAC solution (Item No. 2 of the tender) for better 

integration and functionality 

2.  a. Solution can be an integral physical appliance or separate software + hardware 

combination. In case separate software + hardware combination is offered, necessary 

hypervisor and the physical hardware should be provided by the bidder. Both NAC virtual 

appliance and NMS virtual appliance may be installed in the same physical hardware. 

b. In case separate software + hardware combination is offered, offered hardware should 

have hot-plug & redundant fans, RAID configuration for storage, a minimum memory of 

32 GB in each hardware device, shall support redundant power supply and shall be 19” 

rack mountable. 

3.  Should Support minimum 100 devices from day 1 and scalable to 1000 devices. 

4.  Must be able to create correlated topology based on LLDP, SNMP, STP connectivity 

hierarchy 

5.  Must provide centralized management that should be able to manage wired, wireless & 

security components of 3rd party OEMs. 

6.  Must be able to integrate with NAC and Wireless devices. 

7.  Must allow system-level operations such as device discovery, event management, logging 

and application maintenance to be performed centrally. 

8.  Must provide the capabilities to modify, filter, and create customized flexible views of the 

network. 

9.  Must allow for graphing or viewing in table format and multiple OIDs that are user 

selectable. 

10.  Must allow scheduled events or tasks that the user can perform behind the scenes or 

schedule an event for another time in the future. 

11.  Must provide a utility to view and select MIB objects from a tree-based representation and 

include a compiler for new or third-party MIBs. 

12.  Must provide comprehensive remote management support for all proposed network 

devices as well as any SNMP MIB-I or MIB-II manageable devices. 

13.  Must support RADIUS and LDAP Authentication. 

14.  Must be able to define policies to rate-limit bandwidth, throttle the rate of new network 

connections, prioritize based on Layer 2 or Layer 3 QoS mechanisms, apply packet tags, 

isolate/quarantine a particular port or VLAN, and/or trigger pre-defined actions. 

15.  Must provide a tool to find the physical location of systems and end users, and where they 

are connected, quickly and easily. 

16.  Must provide automated functionality to ensure that appropriate services are available to 

each user, no matter where they log on. 

17.  Must support features to interact with 3rd party network security devices to provide 

automated response to security events and thus remediating real time threats. 

18.  Must provide an audit trail (event log). 

19.  Must allow IT administrators to easily define a number of pre-configured network policies, 

and designate select personnel to activate/deactivate these policies as appropriate. 

20.  When integrated with compatible WLAN it must be able to provide granular management 

functionalities like system location and tracking , Wi-Fi dashboards , client search, event logs 
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etc. via mobile devices as well such as tablet  and Smartphone 

21.  Must provide a detailed inventory of products organized by device type. 

22.  Must provide the ability to track device attributes such as serial number, asset tag, firmware 

version, CPU type and memory. 

23.  Must support the ability to present detailed configuration information including date and 

time of configuration saves, firmware version and file size. 

24.  Must record a history of device attributes, and reports any changes made to the device. 

25.  Must be able to provide a history of firmware and configuration changes made to a device. 

26.  Must provide a centralized history of inventory management operations. 

27.  Must be able to generate valuable, in-depth reports for network inventory for planning 

purposes. 

28.  Must support the ability to download firmware to single or multiple devices simultaneously. 

29.  Must be able to schedule routine device configuration back-ups. 

30.  Must be able to download text-based (ASCII format) configuration templates to one or more 

devices. 

31.  Must instantly identify the physical location and user profile where an attack was sourced. 

32.  Must be able to take action based on a predefined security policy, including the ability to 

notify the intrusion detection system of the actions taken via a SNMPv3 trap. 

33.  When integrated with security devices such as NAC or IDS it must be able to isolate and 

quarantine the attacker without disruption to other users, applications and business critical 

systems. 

34.  When integrated with security devices such as NAC or IDS it must be able to dynamically 

deny, limit or change the characteristics of the user’s access to the network. 

35.  Must provide a web interface that contains reporting, dashboards, troubleshooting and 

monitoring tools. 

36.  Must provide web-based flexible view, device views and event logs for the entire 

infrastructure.   

37.  Must enable diagnosis of network issues and performance through real-time Network Flow 

analysis. 

38.  Must provide port level analysis capability 

39.  Must provide customizable reports 

40.  Must be able to support Python scripting. 

41.  Must have the capability to reduce risk and ensure the network configurations comply to 

HIPAA and PCI with that analyses and assesses network configurations for compliance 

across our entire wired and wireless network. 

42.  Must have the ability to get actionable business insights and speeding up troubleshooting by 

separating network from application performance so one can quickly identify root-causes, 

monitors shadow IT,  reports malicious or unwanted applications, and assesses security 

compliance 

Item No.: 2 (NAC-Network Admission Control System Software) 

Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

1.  Must be from the same OEM providing NMS solution (Item No. 1 of the tender) for 

better integration and functionality 

2.  Vendor must provide an AAA Authentication Gateway. 

3.  Solution must utilize standards-based authentication mechanisms, integrate with access 

switches enabling the ability to connect to the network and receive the proper network 

services. 
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Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

4.  Solution can be an integral physical appliance or separate software + hardware 

combination. In case separate software + hardware combination is offered, necessary 

hypervisor and the physical hardware should be provided by the bidder. Both NAC 

virtual appliance and NMS virtual appliance may be installed in the same physical 

hardware.  

5.  Solution must be fully licensed for 1000 or more concurrent devices for AAA. 

6.  a. The solution should operate in High Availability mode (Active-Passive / Active-

Active).  

b. All necessary licenses to achieve this should be available from day 1.  

c. In case integral physical appliance is provided, two such appliances shall be supplied 

as part of the solution to ensure the high availability. 

d. In case separate software + hardware combination is offered, two instances of the 

offered software shall be installed on separate hardware as part of the solution to 

ensure the high availability. All required hardware shall be provided as part of the 

solution. 

e. In case separate software + hardware combination is offered, each of the offered 

hardware should have hot-plug & redundant fans, RAID configuration for storage, a 

minimum memory of 32 GB in each hardware device, shall support redundant power 

supply and 19” rack mountable. 

7.  NAC Manager should closely integrate with device database available via SNMP and 

Ping Sweep based inventory of the devices in the network. 

8.  NAC Manager should provide configuration capabilities for configuring Device access 

ports to enforce authentication mechanisms in the network. 

9.  NAC should support features to Protect critical data by proactively preventing 

unauthorized users, compromised endpoints, and other vulnerable systems from 

network access. 

10.  NAC should support third party network devices like switches. 

11.  NAC should support features to Leverage existing assessment servers, authentication 

servers, software agents and identity sources avoiding forklift upgrades. 

12.  NAC should support features to Enable staff to easily sponsor guests and validate guest 

registration. 

13.  NAC should support features to Enable the strongest security with fine grained access 

control based on user, device, time, location and authentication types 

14.  NAC must support automatic endpoint discovery and location tracking by identifying 

new MAC addresses, new IP addresses, new 802.1X / Web-based authentication 

sessions, Kerberos or RADIUS request from access switches. 

15.  NAC should be able to conduct NESSUS scan test for vulnerability assessment of 

Endpoint devices. 

16.  NAC should be able to validate reachability of end device with TCP based ping before 

initiating NESSUS scan test. 

17.  NAC should support features to write and enforce policies that grant a precise level of 

network access based on the type of system connecting, an employee’s role in the 

organization, the location of a user at the time the user is connecting, or the time of 

day. Device and OS type rules are particularly important in environments where users 

bring their own devices (BYOD). The enterprise can give these devices network access 

that is different than the access permitted corporate devices. 

18.  NAC should support LDAP and AD Integration. 

19.  NAC provides a self-registration portal for users to register multiple devices themselves 
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Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

offers advanced sponsorship capabilities such as email sponsorship and a simple portal 

for sponsors to use to validate guest registration. 

20.  NAC should provide registration capabilities are also available for automatic contact 

verification through SMS or email, secure wireless guest access providing access to the 

secured wireless network without an 802.1X certificate or involving any IT intervention. 

21.  Mapping feature binds together the User, Hostname, IP address, MAC and location 

(switch and port or wireless AP and SSID) along with timestamps for each endpoint—a 

key requirement for auditing and forensics. 

22.  NAC must support automatic endpoint discovery and location tracking by identifying 

new MAC addresses, new IP addresses, new 802.1X, Web-based authentication 

sessions, Kerberos or RADIUS request from access switches. 

23.  If required in future, NAC should support Agent-based or agentless assessment must 

support Windows and Macintosh operating system based agents. 

24.  NAC must provide a solution that offers a unified, centralized view of all vulnerabilities 

associated with users and devices to further reduce management complexity 

25.  NAC must support open XML APIs for integration with third party applications. 

26.  NAC must support policies to permit, deny, prioritize, rate-limit, tag, re-direct and audit 

network traffic based on user identity, time and location, device type and other 

environmental variables. 

27.  NAC must be able to generate reports as PDF files. 

Item No.: 3 (Layer-3 Ethernet Switches) 

Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

Switching Architecture and Performance 

1.  

Minimum no. of Ports required: 

• 20 Nos. of Gigabit Fiber SFP ports  

• 4 Combo 10/100/1000BASE-T/SFP ports  

• 4 SFP+ ports 

2.  

Both the switches shall be interconnected using adequate number of direct attach cables 

to ensure necessary bandwidth for high availability. Required cables shall be provided as 

part of the solution. 

3.  Should support external redundant power supply. 

4.  
Should have SD Card slot/USB/External flash for easy file store & restoration like 

firmware, configuration file, boot image, syslog etc. 

5.  Should have minimum of 1GB DRAM and 1GB flash 

6.  Should have minimum 4MB packet buffer size 

7.  
Should have Non-blocking wire speed switch fabric with minimum 128 Gbps Back plane 

or higher 

8.  Should have minimum packet forwarding rate of 95 million pps or higher 

9.  Should support 65,000 MAC address per system. 

10.  Should be able to do Physical Stack min 9 units per stack or more 

11.  Should support Up to 80 Gbps physical stacking bandwidth 

12.  Should be able to do IP Stacking up to 32 units per IP 

13.  Should support Jumbo Frame (up to 12K Bytes) 

Layer 2 features 

14.  Should support ARP, Proxy ARP and Gratuitous ARP. 

15.  Should support IEEE 802.1Q VLAN encapsulation and should support 4k VLANs. 
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Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

16.  
Should for Detection of Unidirectional links and  to disable them to avoid problems such 

as spanning tree loops 

17.  Should 802.1v Protocol-based VLAN 

18.  Should support MAC based VLANs 

19.  
Should support GVRP, Private VLAN, Subnet VLAN, Voice VLAN, Asymmetric VLAN and 

QinQ (port based Q-in-Q and selective Q-in-Q). 

20.  
Should support Multicast VLAN to allow multiple VLANs to receive the same multicast 

traffic 

21.  
Should support Spanning Tree protocol Standards like 802.1D STP, 802.1w RSTP, 802.1s 

MSTP 

22.  Should support 802.1AX Link Aggregation Up to 30 groups per device 

23.  
Should support Port Mirroring One to One, Many to One, Flow based mirroring & VLAN 

Mirroring 

24.  
Should support ITU-T G.8032 Ethernet Ring Protection Switching to provide protection 

for Ethernet traffic in a ring topology, while ensuring that no loops are within the ring at 

the Ethernet layer 

25.  
Should have the intelligence to detect the loop occurring from the unmanaged network 

segment 

26.  
Should support IGMP Snooping - IGMP v1/v2/v3 and MLD Snooping - MLD v1/v2 

Snooping 

27.  
Should support Host-based IGMP Snooping Fast Leave & Host-based MLD Snooping Fast 

Leave 

28.  Should have 6 kV surge protection on all RJ-45 access ports 

Layer-3 features 

29.  
Should support Static routing for IPv4 and IPv6, RIP for IPv4 and RIPng for IPv6, 

OSPF,OSPF v3, BGP4, BGP4+ from day 1 

30.  Should support PIM-SM,PIM-DM,PIM-SDM,PIM-SMv6,DVMRP v3 and MSDP 

31.  Should support policy based routing. 

32.  Should support Route Redistribution 

33.  
Should support IPv6 Tunneling: Tunnel types should be supported are Static, 6to4, 

ISATAP and GRE. 

34.  Should support VRRP v2 & V3. 

35.  Should support Bidirectional Forwarding Detection 

36.  Should support URPF, ECMP. 

Quality of service 

37.  Should support 802.1p priority queuing with 8 queues per port. 

38.  
Should support Queue Handling mode like WRR & Strict Mode, Strict + WRR and 

Weighted Deficit Round Robin (WDRR) 

39.  
Should support Granular Rate Limiting functions on per port & flow based to guarantee 

bandwidth in increments shall be as low as 8 Kilobits per Second. 

40.  
Should support Class of service based on Switch port, DSCP, Inner/outer VID, TCP/UDP 

port, Protocol type, 802.1p queues, IPv4/v6 address, IPv6 flow label, IPv6 Traffic Class 

41.  Should support Broadcast and Multicast traffic/storm control features 

42.  Should support Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) for congestion control 

OAM 

43.  Should support 802.3ah Ethernet Link OAM 

44.  Should support 802.1ag Connectivity Fault Management (CFM) 

45.  Should support ITU-T Y.1731 
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Sr. Minimum Specifications / Functionalities / Capabilities 

46.  Should support Optical Transceiver Digital Diagnostic Monitoring (DDM) & Dying gasp 

Security 

47.  
Should support IEEE 802.1X  Port Based Access control and Host based Access control 

and Guest VLAN 

48.  
Should support RADIUS/TACACS+ authentication to enable centralized control of the 

switch and restrict unauthorized users from altering the configuration. 

49.  Should support IP-MAC-Port binding 

50.  Should be able to authenticate and access control based on MAC and web (Http or Https) 

51.  
Should support BPDU Attack Protection, ARP protection, IP Source Guard, Dynamic ARP 

Inspection and DOS Attack Prevention 

52.  
Should Support SSHv2, SNMPv3 to provide network security by encrypting administrator 

traffic 

53.  Should Support 802.1Qbb Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) 

Management 

54.  
Should have CLI support to provide a common user interface and command set with all 

routers and switches of the same vendor. 

55.  Should support SSL(HTTPS), LLDP & LLDP-MED 

56.  Should support RMON v1 and RMON v2 

57.  
Should support Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) to reduce the cost of administering 

software upgrades by downloading from a centralized location. 

58.  
Should support Network Timing Protocol (NTP/SNTP) to provide an accurate and 

consistent timestamp to all intranet switches. 

59.  
Should support SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 and Telnet interface  to deliver 

comprehensive in-band management, and  a CLI-based management console to provide  

detailed out-of-band management 

60.  Should support Sflow or equivalent 

61.  Should support ping/trace route for IPv4/IPv6 

62.  
Should support for DHCP server, DHCP/DHCPv6 Local Relay, DHCP Auto-configuration 

and DHCP Client 

63.  Should support for System Log for IPv4/IPv6 Syslog Server 

Certification 

64.  IPv6 Ready Certification - IPv6 Ready Logo Phase-2 

65.  RoHS Compliant Certification 

General 

66.  Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50 Hz  

67.  Operating Temperature 0 to 45 °C 

68.  Operating Humidity 10% to 95% relative humidity 

Scope of Installation & Integration:  

1. Installation of Network Management System software & Network Access Control System 

software in the Server computers. 

2. Installation of Layer-3 Switches and Creation of VLAN and implementing Network Security at 

NPCIL Kakrapar site as per the instructions from Engineer-in-charge. 

3. Supply of all necessary cables to interconnect various hardware items as per the technical 

specifications. 

4. Installation of software patches and updates, wherever required.  
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5. Supply of the software licenses for all components and the modules of the appliance. 

6. All hardware items are to be installed inside the standard equipment rack already available 

at NPCIL Kakrapar site. All necessary accessories required for fixing the devices shall be 

provided by the supplier. 

7. High Availability of NAC & Layer-3 Switch: The NAC & Layer-3 Switches Solution should be 

implemented in high availability mode with Active-Active or Active-Passive functionality 

between two devices. In case of failure of one device, the entire load shall be switched 

automatically to the second device. 

8. Cable connection & terminations: While carrying out the installation of the Server computers 

and Core Switches, all the existing UTP and Fiber cable connection need to be diverted to 

newly installed hardware items, wherever applicable, with utmost care. 

9. Proper identification tags / labels shall be made for every connection as per the instructions 

from Engineer-in-charge. While carrying out the installation, if any damages occur to the 

existing wiring / network devices due to mishandling / any other reason by the supplier, the 

same shall be rectified by the supplier at his cost. 

10. Documents to be provided: Operation and Maintenance Manual of all the items supplied. 

11. Training: Training shall be provided to NPCIL engineers on following topics.  

1. Configuration and Administration of Network Access Control. 

2. Configuration and Administration of Network Management System 

3. Configuration and Administration of Layer-3 Core Switch & VLANs 

4. Overall administration of NAC, NMS and Core Switches 

5. Troubleshooting 

General Terms & Conditions:  

1. NPCIL is having requirement of Network Access Control to authenticate and control users 

/ Devices from connecting to the existing computer network with multiple brand devices. 

Network Management System is needed to manage the Network Access Control and all 

the multi-vendor Manageable Switches already available on the network. The Layer-3 

Core switches are needed to create New VLANs and Structure the network as per the 

requirements of NPCIL. All the devices are expected to work 24 x 7 x 365. The Network 

Access Control and Layer-3 Core switches are required to operate in HA (High Availability) 

mode. 

2. Licenses for any software provided shall be perpetual in nature. 

3. All the devices shall work on 220-240 V, 50 Hz AC power and necessary adaptor, cables, 

etc. suiting to Indian standards shall be supplied. 

4. Warranty: 

a) Warranty for all offered products shall be Minimum 3 year on-site, from the date of 

Final Acceptance. 

b) On-site Part replacement (including plastic parts or any other parts) and breakdown 

maintenance of the systems, during warranty period shall be carried out without any 

additional charges. 

c) The scope of warranty shall include replacement of the defective part, breakdown 

maintenance etc. during this period. The faulty units shall be replaced / repaired free 
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of cost at site by the supplier. 

d) During warranty period, if the hardware is un-repairable at NPCIL premises, it shall be 

replaced with a new hardware by the vendor without any additional charges. 

e) The scope of warranty shall also include the software updates, upgrades and patches.   

f) The vendor shall make their own arrangement for transport and labor for maintenance 

of the systems during warranty period. 

5. Make & Model of all the offered products shall be specified in the offer. 

 


